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Abstract 

Pulse transformers are used to match the readout delay-line 
i 

{Z % 1.5 kil) in a position-sensitive proportional counter to 30-olim 

cables, which are terminated by the input impedances of remotely 

located ground-gate FET amplifiers. Good terminations and high 

slope-to-noise ratios were achieved. 

The Hattie H. Heineman Research Fellow. 



One of the major problems in operating a position-sensitive 

proportional counter employing a readout L-C helical delay-line is 

that of terminating the line in a convenient and efficient way. Con

venience requires that the electronic circuitry be placed in a location 

remote from the counter. An efficient method of termination is that 

which minimizes reflections in the line and which enables one to get 

timing-signals with high slope-to-noise ratios. Radeka has suggested 

the use cf his elegant "cooled termination" circuit, which is excellent 

from the signal-to-noise point of view. However, in order to avoid 

large input capacitances, the electronic circuits have to be placed in 

close proximity to the ends of the delay-line, a. condition which is often 

difficult to come by. In practice, we have also found some difficulty 

in adjusting the circuits to provide properly matched terminations for 

the delay-line. We have therefore decided to try the use of pulse 

transformers to match the high impedance helical delay-line to 50-ohm 

coaxial cables. This has turned out to be a convenient solution which 

provides rather good terminations and slope-to-noise ratios. 

In our particular case, we have built a 30 cm long position-sensitive 

proportional counter, similar "o the one described in ref. 2. The chamber 

has been designed to be placed in vacuum, at the focal plane of a magnetic 

spectrograph, for experiments with light, as well as with heavy ions. The 

sensitive volume of the detector has a relatively short drift region of 

approximately 3 cm. The position of the collected charges is obtained 

by extracting the delayed induced pulses from the two ends of a delay-

line, which is placed parallel to the anode wire. The delay-line consists 

of a 70 jm insulated wire wound around a b mm diameter ceramic tube having 

a copper tube core of 5 mm diameter. The Jelay is 1" ns,cm .total delay 



510 ns), the signal attenuation after 30 cm is less than 30% (d.c. ohmic 

resistance 430 ,7) and the characteristic impedance is approximately 

1.5 kfl. More details about the chamber and its performance will be 

given elsewhere . 

A schematic diagram of the arrangement used for terminating the line 

and obtaining the timing-signals is shown in fig. 1 (only one end of the 

line is shown.i. The matching pulse transformer consists of a ferrite 

toroid (.Philips, ferroxcube 3E2, no. 4322 020 366S1) with 52 windings 

in the primary (n. ) and 10 windings in the secondary (n.,). tt should be 

noted that although theoretically a ratio of 5.5 should have been chosen 

for n./n, to match l.S k.". to 30 T> (50 .": x 3.5" = 1512 ?.), a windings 

ratio of 5.. was used to give a slight reflection of opposite polarity, 

as can be seen in fig. 2. The reason for this is that since in practice 

it is very difficult to terminate a helical delay-line without getting 

wiggles, we preferred getting a small negative reflection rather than 

possible false triggering. The 50 ;7 coaxial cable is terminated by the 

input impedance of T., which is a selected FET having a transconductar;cr, 

g , of approximately 20,000 uS. When using an ordinary FET with a much 

lower transconductance, a second matching transformer tnot shown in the 

diagram) should be used to transform the input impedance of the FET, 

which is l'g , into 50 .". . It can be seen that the signal current flowing m 

through the FET is n,.n, times larger than the signal current in the delay-

line î i.,2.. It is tnus obvious that simply placing a 1.43 kf. series 

resistor between tne aeiay-Iine and the 50 J~. cable is not an efficient 

way of terminating the delay-line. The measured noise of the amplifier was 

consistent with that calculated, taking into account the FET noise and the 

noise generated by the ohmic resistance of the delay-line and by the load 
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resistor at the drain of T. (see fig. 1). FET noise was calculated from 

the equivalent circuit of a noise current-generator, i , across source-

drain: i" = •=• 4kTgB, where k is Boltzmann's constant,T the absolute 

temperature and B the relevant bandwidth (approximately 20 MHz, since 

the rise-time of the amplifier is 17 ns). It should be noted that some 

drop in resolution is anticipated when replacing the selected FET by a 

lower g FET with a second matching transformer, since part of the noise, 

that contributed by the drain load resistance, remains the same. 

'41 
The chamber was tested with a-particles from an Am source, using 

ethylene at a pressure of 40 torr. The source was placed at a distance 

of approximately b cm from one end of the delay-line. Fig. - shows the 

pulses obtained from the two ends of the delay-line and also those 

obtained from the anode wire. Using an additional amplifier, to measure 

the noise and the slope more accurately, a slope of 280 mV'ns and a noise 

of 13 mV (rms) were obtained. This corresponds to a position uncertainty, 

due to noise, of 45 urn (fwhm), when the position is determined by measur

ing the time difference between the two pulses at both e~ ds of the delay-

line. iVhen using for T. a 2N3323 FET (g^SOOO uSJ with a second matching 

transformer, the resolution became 20% worse, as approximately anticipated. 

In our particular chamber, when trying to use Radeka amplifiers located 

as closely as possible to the ends of the delay-line (7 cm), the slope-

to-noise ratio was about 25°« higher than that obtained with our .-elected 

FET amplifiers. One of the reasons for getting such a relatively smali 

improvement is the ohmic resistance of the delay-line (430 .^ ) . Indeed, 

when che two inputs of the amplifiers were short-circuited to each other, 

rather tnan being connected through a 430 .'•. resistor, the noise »as 

:vuuceu ay nearly a factor of two. ive shcuiu iike to remark that once 
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the high impedance delay line is matched to the 50 !i cable through the 

proper pulse transformer, any fast low noise amplifier having a 50 ft 

input impedance can be used in most cases. For example, when replacing 

4) 

our amplifier by a Sherman et al. Insertion Amplifier,with its band

width limited to 20 MHz, the slope-to-noise ratio dropped by only 20%. 

It should be notsd that when the chamber is placed in a magnetic 

field, the pulse transformers may have to be magnetically shielded to 

avoid ferrite core saturation. There was no need for such shielding, 

when the detector was placed at the focal plane of our magnetic 

spectrograph. When checking the inductance of the transformer in strong 

magnetic fields, it was observed to drop, depending on the orientation 

of the ferrite toroid with respect to the magnetic field. No drop was 

observed when the transformer was properly shielded and oriented. 

In conclusion, when one wishes to conveniently terminate a high 

characteristic impedance delay-line of an appreciable ohmic resistance 

and extract from it timing-signals with rather high slope-to-noise ratios, 

one c m use pulse transformers to match the line to 50 ft cables going to 

rccor.oly located. 50 .~. input impedance amplifiers. 

The authors would like to thank Mr. J. Catarivas for his technical 

assistance. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing delay-line termination through a pulse 

transformer and the amplifier used. 

241 
Fig. 2. Pulses obtained with an Am a-source. Upper two traces show 

pulses extracted from both ends of the delay-line, using the 

arrangement shown in fig. 1. The anode wire pulse (bottom trace) 

was used for beam triggering. The scope was adjusted to have the 

same vertical gain ft 200 mV/division) for the two upper traces. 

The time scale is 100 ns/division for s!1 three traces. 




